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Take your pick from this week’s
top 12 mortgage deals

Alison Cork, from HomesAnd
Bargains.co.uk, has put
together a series of offers
especially for Post readers.

from www.thisismoney.co.uk

FIXED

Livingbargains

Lender

● Giveaway of the week
● One lucky reader can win a place
on interiors’ guru Abigail Ahern’s
Christmas master class, worth £225.
Known for her eclectic, whimsical
style, Abigail will host Christmas
master classes in her London
home on December 7 and 8.
The winner can choose a date
to spend the day with Abigail
learning how to create a funky and
festive home. To learn more about
the classes, visit atelierabigail
ahern.com. For a sneak peak of
Abigail’s top design tips, visit
alisonathome.com/get-inspired.
To enter and for full terms and
conditions, visit alisonathome.com/
competitions before November 12.
● Addicted to Decoholic
● This beautiful handcrafted chest
usually costs £1,100 in an exclusive
London store, but at Decoholic you
can pick it up for £395, saving £700.
Made from durable mango wood,
the Metz features 18th-century
curves, ornate ring handles and bun
feet. It’s available in grey (pictured)
or black with antique brass handles
or off-white with painted handles
and measures (100 x 45 x 85cm).
Decoholic spots designs in
exclusive stores and tracks them
back to the manufacturer, slashing
prices by avoiding overheads. Call
0203 137 2464 quoting BHM or visit
decoholic.co.uk/bhm. Made to
order. Delivery by end of December
costs £38 per item.
● Beautiful storage
● The Walnut Stroller
Desk ticks all the boxes of
style and functionality,
blending slim proportions
with a bold contrasting
wood finish. Designed by
Steuart Padwick, a similar
item on the high street
would cost £1,495, but at
Made.com it is £349. With
two drawers and a central
compartment that flips up
with a mirror, it can be
used as a desk or a chic dressing table. Readers get £30 off when
spending £300 by visiting Made.com and entering MADEOCTOBERES at
checkout before November 11. Delivery excluded; not to be used in
conjunction with other offers. Also available in green or white.
● Radiator reflector worth a look
● Make your home more energy
efficient by fitting Radflek radiator
reflectors. These aluminium laminate
membranes reduce heat loss
through the wall by 45 per cent.
A six-radiator pack normally costs
£15.99 (plus P&P), but readers
receive a 15 per cent discount
reducing the price to £13.59 + P&P.
Radflek comes recommended by
The Energy Saving Trust and will
last for at least 60 years. There’s no
sticking, radiator removal or DIY
required: simply hang Radflek
from your radiator’s brackets.
Visit radflek.com and enter code
STL1512 at checkout or call 020
7828 8085 before November 16.

Scheme
type

Initial
rate

Subs.
rate

Overall Min
cost
dep.

Fee

Tesco Bank

Fixed until
31/12/14

2.79% 4.24%

4.1%

30%

£195

Nat West

Fixed until
31/01/15

3.19% 4.00%

3.9%

40%

£0

Tesco Bank

Fixed until
31/12/14

2.39% 4.24%

4.1%

30%

£995

Yorkshire

Fixed until
31/12/15

3.14% 4.99%

4.6%

25%

£495

Woolwich

Fixed until
31/12/14

3.29% 3.89%

3.9%

30%

£0

HSBC

Fixed until
31/12/14

2.89% 3.94%

3.9%

40%

£599

Nat West

Fixed until
31/01/15

2.49% 4.00%

3.9%

40%

£1495

Yorkshire

Fixed until
31/12/14

2.99% 4.99%

4.8%

25%

£495

Yorkshire

Fixed until
31/12/17

3.34% 4.99%

4.4%

25%

£495

First Direct

Fixed for two
years

3.29% 3.69%

3.7%

35%

£0

Tesco Bank

Fixed until
31/12/15

3.29% 4.24%

4.1%

30%

£195

HSBC

Fixed until
31/12/14

3.39% 3.94%

3.9%

30%

£0

Initial
rate

Overall Min
cost
dep.

Fee

VARIABLE
Lender

Shake off the blues

M

ANY of the gardens we design in
Bristol are for
Victorian properties. They tend to
be small, as the
Victorians used
public parks more than gardens for
their leisure, but today we place
more value on the space behind our
houses, however small.
Indeed, a room-sized garden can
be converted into an intimate outdoor space, which can be enjoyed
most of the year.
In this garden, a garage had been
added to the rear, which reduced
the size even further, so we were

Tom Phillips, from Bristol-based
All Garden Designs, shows that
small certainly can be beautiful

Livinginside
dealing with a space smaller than
the average living room! Designing
for small spaces is a challenge. We
decided to raise the planting beds
and add colour as a way of brightening the limited space.
Our customer had already been
thinking about possible designs,

and had some ideas. We liked his
suggestions and incorporated
them into a cohesive design. We
presented a 3D plan, which included three blue box planters
against the north-facing wall.
Between these, we fitted two oak
sleeper bench seats. Adding occa-

in the cool outdoors
sional seating in a small garden
makes it an inviting place to pop
out for a quick coffee on dry days.
By raising the planting on this
shady side of the garden, the
plants will also get more light.
Any kind of lawn was ruled out
and a circular patio was proposed.
The circle is dissected by a deck
path, which leads from the side
gate. This path runs along the
central axis of the three blue planters, the symmetry helping to tie
these three elements together.
In the sunny rear corner of the
garden, a rendered planter curves
around the perimeter of the circle.
Set into this feature is a small oak

seat, which turns the planter into
a garden sofa, and acts as a relaxed
foil to the more formal layout of
the rest of the space.
A pergola frames the entrance
to the garden and divides the main
garden from the side alley. This
pergola continues across the back
of the house, helping to break up
the plain, rendered facade.
Grey stepping stones lead
through chipped Cotswold stone
gravel to the rear garage door.
These square grey stones have
been purposely cut where they
meet the patio to help emphasise
the circular theme.
Our customer also had a col-

lection of decorative Turkish tiles,
and wanted to include these in the
plan. We chose to set some tiles into
plain white render either side of the
garden gate. We also included a
carved stone decoration mounted
on a terracotta wall, and framed by
a simple garden trellis.
Colour plays an important role in
this garden. With blue and terracotta setting the theme and combining well with the various greens
of the planting, the colours help to
transform a drab back yard into a
cheerful outdoor room.

● Contact Tom Phillips on 0117
951 1923, or 07739456765, or see
www.allgardendesigns.co.uk.

Scheme
type

Subs.
rate

HSBC

2.14% above 2.79% 4.24%
base for term

4.1%

30%

£195

First Direct

2.19% above 2.69% 2.69%
base for term

2.8%

35%

£1499

HSBC

2.49% above 2.99% 2.99%
for term

3.0%

40%

£0

HSBC

1.45% disc.
for two years

2.49% 3.94%

3.8%

40%

£499

Yorkshire

2.39% above 2.89% 4.99%
until 31/12/14

4.7%

25%

£495

Norwich &
Peterborough

2.39% above 2.89% 4.99%
for three years

4.6%

25%

£795

Santander

2.29% above 2.79% 4.74%
for two years

4.6%

40%

£995

Santander

2.29% above 2.79% 4.74%
for two years

4.5%

30%

£995

Yorkshire

2.09% above 2.59% 4.99%
until 31/12/14

4.7%

25%

£995

Halifax

2.44% above 2.94% 3.99%
until 30/11/14

4.0%

40%

£995

Santander

2.49% above 2.99% 4.74%
for two years

4.6%

30%

£995

Yorkshire

2.29% above 2.79% 4.99%
until 31/12/14

4.7%

25%

£995
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